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ABSTRACT

Aluminum has high resistance to attack in many environments

but corrodes rapidly in most inorganic acids. The purpose of

this investigation was to attempt to determine the rates and

mechanism of the surface reactions for the corrosion of aluminum

in hydrochloric acid vapors as a function of the vapor

concentration, vapor composition, and temperature.

Corrosion tests were made by suspending aluudnum foil

samples, five centimeters br two centimeters, by a glass thread.

The samples were located in the vapor over hydrochloric acid solutions.

The glass thread with the sample was attached to the center of a

glass rod. G16 end of the rod was fixed; the other was suspended

from one end of the arm of an analytical balance, perndtting

periodic weighing of the corroding samples without removal from the

flask.

Tne tests were conducted above hydrochloric acid solutions

whose conserrtration varied from 2 to 32 weight per cent. Ten

temperature levels, from zero to A8 °C, were employed so that

the vapor pressures of the various acid concentrations overlapped.

Weighings were made at 10 udnute intervals for 200 minutes. The

corrosion products were analyzed by standard x-ray diffraction

techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Aluminum is one of the most widely used metals in the

chemical and food industries„ Aluminum and its alloys are

favored because they are mechanically and physically satisfactory

materials of construction and at the same tim they are suitable

from a corrosion standpoint, Some of the properties that make

them desirable include good thermal conductivity, light weight,

freedom from harmful physiological action, nonsparking, readily

shapable, and resistent to corrosive attack by many commonly

used materials,

Aluminum may not be used for most inorganic ecids with the

exception of concentrated nitric acid and dilute sulfuric acid. —

Hydrochloric acid is one of the most vigorous corrosive agents

for aluminum. Hydrochloric acid vapors have also been found to

corrode aluminum ard its alloys where the vapors contact the

metal., The removal of scale from heat exchanger tubes with

hydrochloric acid cleaning solution is an example of where

difficulty may occu.r„

Gonsiderable work on the corrosion of aluminum in hydrochloric

acid solutions has been done, There is a vast quantity of data

available on corrosion of aluminum in liquid solutions on which

to base corrosion theories and mechanisms. Very little work in
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the field of vapor phase corrosion of aluminum has been done,

With the increasing use of aluminum in industrial facilities, there

is a need for studies to determine the effect of such quantities

as temperature, acid concentration, water vapor concentration, and

vapor composition on the rate of attack of acid vapors on aluminum•

The purpose of this investigation was to attempt to determine

the rates and mechanism of the surface reactions for the corrosion

of aluminum in hydrochloric acid vapors as a function of the

vapor concentration, vapor composition and temperature.
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II. Lliiimuüxuä zusv

The purpose of this section is to present a review of the

important literature on the carrosion of aluminum in hydrochloric

acid. The major topics discussed are: the ccrrosion by

hydrochloric acid, aluminum film, aluminum tri-chloride,

inhibitors and the methods of analysis cf ccrrosion products.

Ccrrosion by Hßorchlcric Acid

Aluminum suffers severo corrosion when in contact with

hydrochlcric acid. The corrosion may be interg·anular (35),

subgranular (30), pitting (ho), uniform attack (1), er stress

oorroeion (2*), In the vapor phase damp hydrogen chloride was

found to cause rapid attack at 20 *0 while the dry gas caused only

slight attack (1),

Effects cf Lugitg. The attack on the aluminum surface is

highly aepsnaem. on the purity er tn, aluminum (7• 32· 3% **0).

It was found that es little as 0.03 per cent impuritiee raised

the relative corrosion rate in hydrochloric acid by a factor of

1000 and that 0,8 per cent raised the relative corrosion rate by

30,000 0*0). The impurities or inclusione are cathodic to the

oxide film (32) causing its decrease in resistance, This decrease

in corrosion rate with purity is one of the disadvantagee of
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aluminum alloys, In ten per cent hydrnchlßric acid the loss of

weight is 220 grams per square meter per day for 99.8 per cent

pure aluminum, but only 5 gra-zus per square meter per day for super

pure aluminum (1).

Acid 8tr__pggh. The rate of attack by hydrochloric acid

solutions was found to increase with acid cohcentrations up to a

maximum at 35 weight per cent (1) (Nine normal hydrochloric acid (2)).

Above the maximum the rate decreases rapidly to approximetely the

same rate at A5 weight per cent as at 5 weight per cent (1). The

decreaee in rat¤·• above the maximum ie attributed to the formation

of a pretective film of aluminum tri·chlcride Al. Cl; (2) .

Corresienl—»—Bgiga. Aluminum corroding in hydroch1m•ic acid

was found to have three periods of corrosion
(2• 33). There were

a) An incubation period during which the aluminum does

not dissolve.

b) An induction period during which the reaction

velocity increases rapidly.

c) A reaction period during which the reaction

velocity is constant er decreases slcwly.

These period: are believed caused by the protective layer, the

failure of the layer, and the access of the acid to the surface.

The incubation and induction periods becomes shcrter as the acid

solution concentration is increased (33).



Aluminum Films

The corrosion resistance of aluminum in many envirenments ie

due to its natural oxide film or to some protective film formed in

the environment.

Natural Qzidefilgz There is a natural cucide film which forms

on aluminun in dry a:Lr within 10 to A0 minutes after its ezcposure

to air at room temperature. Unis film is on the order of 100

Angetrom in thickness and is theugxt of as being of the barrier-

layer type (3• 1% 151. zum baum- layer 1¤ an impermeable

film which forms to a thickness just sufficient to prevent the transfer
‘

of ions from the surface of the metal to the oxide-air interface.

T‘h• thickness of this layer is a function of the temperature. In

the presence of water the mcide film will continue to gran:. Increases

in porosity or permeability to onqygen or water vapore resulting

from absorption of water vapors and hydration of the film are

believed responsible for the continued growth, It has been

proposed by Mott (31) that the formation of thin protective filme

on aluminum can be explainod based on two premises

1, Positive metal ions can leave the metal and diffuse

througx the oucide to combine with ouzygen at the ¤zide—air

interface to form new oxide provided electrons may plßß from

metal to free surface.
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2. Electrons pass through the oxide layer by thermionic

emission into the conduction levels of axide or by quantum

mechanical tunnel effect.

The passive film on aluminum has the effect of allwing

current to flow to the metal but prevents the ions from flowing

in the opposite direction(29)• The film formed on aluminum may

be thickened by heating. Aluminum alloys are age hardened at

between 250 and 500
‘F(l6).

This heat treating increases the

film on the metal to from 200 to 1000 Angstrom in thickness.

These films are however subject to cracking,

Types of Aluminum. The oxide of aluminum er alumina (A1203)

occur in various forms. The forms of the alumina and aluminum

nydrates are shown in mm 1( l°· u· 22). rue physicai and ¤1¤em1¤a1

properties of aluminas are dependent in large measure on the

temperature at which they are formed. The air formed film is

generally amorphous alumina or sometimes game-alumina, When

aluminum stands in water the corrosion product is usually beta-

trihydrate but under some conditions alpha-trihydrate has been

detected. When the water is between 80 and 100 °C the product ie

alpha.-monohydrate(6*
hg). Ber¤ard(3) found for films formed between

80-100 °C hydrated aluminum oxide containing from 23 to 32 per cent

water instead of the stoichiometric 15 per cent water was formed.

The variation is believed due to the formation of a complex which
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TABLE I

Fury uf Aluminumgé
d•

Alumina Form Formula Mineral Crystal
Nam Structure

Alpha-alumina ex Al2O2 Corundum Rhombohedral

Beta.·-alumina B .41203 —-· Hexagonal

Gamma·-alumina 1 ÄlaÜ3 -·- Cubic

Sigmapalumzlna S ÄlgÜ3 —-·· Rhembohedral

Alpha-monohydrate oz ÄlgÜ8 • H20 Bohmite Orthorhombic

Beta-monohydratu B
Al2O2• H20 Diaspora Orthurhumbie

Alpha·-trihydrate a Al2O3· 3HgO Gibbsite Honoclinic

Bsta·-trihydrats B Ä1gÜ3 • BH20 Bayerite

X-hydrats Al203 • XH2O -·-··

Deltombe, E, and M, Pcurbaixz The Electrouhemcal Behavior uf
Aluminum, Corroeion, llt, No. ll, pp. l6·20, (1960).

Edwards, J. D.: "The Aluminum Induatry"; PP. l6¢••l68, Mzürau-Hill
Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., 1930.

Hodgnan, C, D.: "Handbook of Chemistry and Fhysius", Chemical
Rubber Publishing Co., Cleveland, Qxio, Al ed.
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on heating drives off the excess water or cembines it with base

metal to form the alpha monohydrato, Gamaza~alum§.x1a is an

intermediate form d melde produced by heating amorphous alumine

or one orf the hydrates to a temperature between 500 and 900 'C (23* l*2)•

Alpha·alumina er corundum, is only formed in air when the temperature

is above 1000 'C. Hydrated aluminas, on being heated eufficierrtly

to drive eff combined water, tum a porous structure which geatly

inoreases their adsorptive capseitßu

Sglubilitg of Ckide Films. The corresion behavier ef aluminum

ls determined by the behavior ef the exida film with the solution

concerned, It has been observed that the dissolntion ef the film

is slater in acid than in alkaline solutions, Aluminum is a very

basic metal and has a strong tendency to decompose water giving

off hydrogen, and dissolving to farm the aluminum cation (AY").

In the preeence ef alkaline solutions the aluminum has a streng

terdency to decompose water giving off hydrogen ard dissolving to

form the ahxminate ion (~‘·l0s')• In noncomplexing solutions with

pH between 2 ard ll••6 the mda film is formad. In salt solutions,

alimrlmuu always forms a.lu¤d.num hydrmzide (A1(¤I)e)• When an

alumlnum film goes into solution it may form one ef two possible

iens depending an the pH of the solution. The eelorleas aluminum

cation
(A1‘°”"")

forms in acid solution. The colorless aluminate

anion (Al0{ er HgAl03) ia formed in basic solutions (lo). The
I



eolubility products for the various oxide in acid and basic solutions

at-• ubuntu in Table II (1% 23).
Artificial Qaida Films. Films very auch thicker then natural

maide films may be produced by chemical er anodie treatment of

sluminum and its allvya. The protective properties of artificial

wd-de films are widely different depending on their thiclmesa,

method of production, prertroatment and after-treatment. The

structure of these films is different from the natural cxide

filme. Chemical treatments produce distinctly crystalline

structures while enodic oxidation gives an morpheus film at

ordinary temperature, which becomes cryetalline, with very small

grain size, upon increaeing the temperature. The relative

thickness of various artificial csaide coating on pure aluminum

(99.5 per cent) are shown in Table III ((*2). The formation of

these artifical film and their cerrosion resistanoe is discuseed

under Inhibitors.
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TABLE II

Solubilitg Products of Cunide Films

Qxide In Acid In Base

la <A1***><w•> an (H+)(Al0E)

Al(OH)s -32.3 -10.6

Bohmite
’

-3h.O —l2,I+

Bayerite -35. 5 -13.8

Hydrargillite -36.3 ·1l+. 6

Deltombe, E, and M, Peurbaix: The Electrochemical Behavior of
Aluminum, Corrosioh, Q, NO. ll, PP. 16-29. (1960).

Hogness, T. R. and W. C. Johnson: "Ionic Equilibrium as Applied
to Qualitative Analyais", Henry Holt and Co., New York, N, Y, ,
(1961.). 2 ed.
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TABIE III

Thicknoss of Oxida Coatings

Typs of Coating Thicknass of Qxids Coating

(0,001 sn.)

Natural oxido film 0,0002 - 0,006

Normal chamical coating 0,1 - 0,2

Normal anodising, sulphuric 0,2
·

0,6
or oxalic acid

Normal anodising, chromic acid 0.1 · 0.2

Anodising, barrior coating 0,01 - 0,03

Anodising, hard coating l · 10

Wornick, S.: "Surfaco Treatment and Finishing of Aluminum and
Its Alloys", Robert Drapar Ltd., Middlosax, England, (1956),
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Aluminum Trichloride

Che of the ccrrosion products formed when aluminum dissolves

in hydrochlcric acid is aluminum trichloride (2* 39* M" [*5). It

has been found that in aqueous solutions aluminum chloride forms

the six hydrate. Electron diffraction photogaphs of the film

structure and crystal size of the corrosion products of aluminum

shared the aluminum trichloride six hydrate products were two

dimsusional crystals and fibers respectively as the hydrochlozric

acid increased from one normal to ten normal, Table IV (IH 22• 26v

[tl' ha) tabulates some the physical properties of anhydrous

aluminum chlcride ard aluminum trichlcride six hydrate. The

aluminum chloride film forudng on the aluminum surface may act

as a protective layer decreasing the rate of attack (2). The

rate of dissolving of aluminum in hydrochloric acid is much

slower than in hydrofluoric because of the aluminum ohloride

film (L6), The surface condition of the metal is quite

different in the two acids. The aluminum trifloride forms a

pcrous layer which does not have the protective properties of

decide layer or other protective films which form a tight

adherent film and the:-eby inactivate the local cathods• The less

negative potential (-0.577 volts in one normal hydrochlcric acid)

indicates that the aluminum trichloride film which is formed is

less porous, less soluble in acid, and is more adherent to the

smrface than the aluminum trifloride film.
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TABIE IV

Prggerties of Aluminum Trichloride

Property Anhydrous S:Lx Hydrate
Al C13 A1 C13 *6 1-130

Crystal Structure trigonel, isomorphous, rhombic,
triclinic, hexagonal, orthorhombic
pseudo-rhonxbdxedral

Color white, yellow colorless

Oder hydrogen chloride oderless

Deliquescent very some

Density 2,l+65 2.398 ·
.l•l+0

Boiling Point, °C sublimes 177.8 · 185 decomposes

Solubility
Hot Water violently very soluble

” evolves hydrogen
chloride

Biltz, W.: Z, Anorg, Chem., _l3;j_, 2+1-252, (1921); J, Chem, Soc,

Abs., _1g9_ (H), A27 (21).

Hodgmsn, C, D.: ”Ha.ndbook of Chemistry and Physics", Chemical
Rubber Publishing Co., Cleveland, Ohio, l+l ed.

Kendall, J.: J. Amer. Chem, Soc., gi, pp. 963-996, (1923).

Thomas, C, A.: "Anhydrous Aluminum Chloride in Organic Chemietry",
Reinhold Publishing Corp., New York, (l9l+l).

wwszer, N.: z. reist. (A), 3% p. 562 (1935); c. A. mms,
"Anhydrous Aluminum Chlor de in Organic Chemietry", Reinhold

Publishing Corp., New York (1%]-).
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When aluminum trichloride goes into solution a mixture of ions

my occur. The three forms that occur are the aluminum ion (A1""’),

the aluminum mono-chlcride ion (A1 Cl"), and the aluminum

di-chloride ion (Al 61,+) (lo). These ions upon hydrolysis give

reepeeb1ve1y aluminum hydroxide (A1(¤1),), e1un1n¤n en1ee~1ee 61-
hydroxide (A1 Cl(CH),) , and aluminum di··chloride mono hydroxide

(A1 Cleüi). T'he solubility product of aluminum trichloride in

acid solutions has been quite difficult to measure because of the

mixture of ions that may exist in solution. The solubility product

er (A1***)(cu)
’

nee been ee1e¤1ete6 based on measurements er
conductivities and electromotive forces in concentration celle

of aluminum eb1«·n·16e and the value 1,06 x lO°33 or lO°32°97 nee
been obtained for very dilute solutions (104* M) (21). This

value can be seen to be intermediate between those calculated for

aluminum ny«1rex16e (A1(0u),) and aluminum oscide (11,0,).

Thegz of Att_g._c_lg. The attack on aluminum in moist hydrochleric

acid vapers ie an electrochemical process (12* l3)• A thin layer

of water on the surface ef the metal, believed a necessary

condition fa· corrosion to occur (5), dissolves the acid vapors,

The acid then attacks and removes the primary protective oxide film

er penetrates through weak spots and reaches the metal surface.

Ions can then leave the metal at these anodic areas and diesolve

in the moisture layer. Hydrogen ions take up the electrone at the
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cathodic points forming naacant hydrogen. The naecent hydrogen

combines with the mqrgen present in solution and forms the

hydrmcide ion. The proposed primary reactione are said to be:

Anodic A1
-

Al”+
+ Be

Cathodic 3H+ + 3a =· 3H°

'1'he secondary reactions that follow these depend en the

concentration of the mda and the solubility of the products (12*

B' 37).
The rate of attack is not proportional to the hydrogen

ion concentration, but is related to the rate of diffusion of the

acid through the corresponding film of corrosion products
(27%
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Inhibitors

This section deals with the various types of inhibitors which

have been found effective in reducing the rate of attack on

aluminum. The topics covered are mechanisms of inhibition, liquid

inhibitos, chemical treatments, anodic oidation, and vapor

phase inhibitors.

Mechanisms of Inhibition, Inhibitors generally function in

several ways: (12* A2)

1, Form insoluble corrosion products.

2, Reduce the openscircuit potential between local

anodes and cathodes.

3. Increase the electrical resistance of the acid

solution.

L. Increase local polarization of anodee, cathodes,

or both.

5. Are strongly adsorbed on the surface of the metal

and serve as a barrier.

6, Decrease rate at which metal goes into solution,

Liquid Inhibitos, liquid inhibitors are the most effective

method of inhibiting hydrochloric acid corrosion of aluminum.

Cathodic inhibitors are the safest and most widely used type of

inhibitor since they will decrease the corosion rate in any

concentration, Anodic inhibitos are quite dangerous since
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insufficient inhibitcr will cause an increase in the corrosion rate

at the uninhibited areas. It has been proposed that the inhibitore

work by:

l. The inhibitor being held to the metallic surface

by slectrochemical attractions.

2. The absorption theory which postulates the inhibitorr

being held to the surface by Van der Waals forces.

3. The actual effect is a combination of the first two.

There are many inhibitors for protecting aluminum against

corrosion by hydrochloric acid, Table V shows the action of various

inhibitors on hydrochloric acid on aluminum
(1). Chromates are the

only good anodic inhibitors but do not inhibit hydrochloric acid

attack, Other inhibitors which have been found very effective for

protection ef aluminum include camphor, benzidine, urea, phenyl,

nicotine sulfate, alkaloids, thisurea, iedine, aminee, ard

nitrogen compounds which are usually effective in steel

pickling
(8* 12). The inhibited acid may be safely used for the

cleaning of aluminum vessels and tanks.

Chemical Treatments. The most important coatings are ef two

types, based on thickening of the natural oxide present on aluminum

surfaces and the production of phosphates, usually aluminum or sinc

phosphates. A third type, which is used but is of minor importance,

is the production of a chromate film. The oxide conversion coating
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TABIB V

Hgjochlcric Acid Inhibitore for Aluminum

Inhibitor Inhibitor Acid Aluminum Reduction
Concentration Concentration Purity of Weight

Loss
Per Cent Per Cent (Per Cent)

Quinoline 1, 1 5 Commercial 81
Quinoline 5, 5 5 Commercial 99, 5

Quinoline
Ethicdide 1 5 Commercial 99

Quinoline
Ethiodide 5 5 Commercial 99, 6

2.-Phenyl
Quinoline 0,062 10 99,5 99,9

2,-Phenyl
Quinoline 0, 0062 10 99, 5 35

B Naphthoquinoline 0,05J+ 10 99,5 98,5
B Naphthoquinoline 0,005l+ 10 99,5 52

Acridine 0.05l+ 10 99, 5 99
Acridine 0, 005b, 10 99, 5 98

2=Phenvl
Acridine 0,076 10 99, 5 97

2-Phenyl
Acridine 0,0076 10 99, 5 9h

Hexamethylene
Tetramine l 5 99,5 86

Gelatin 1 5 Commercial 98, 5
Geletin 5 5 Commercial 98. 5

Dextrin 1 5 Commercial 96
Deactrin S 5 Commercial 98

Aluminum In '1'he Chemical and Food Industries, The British Aluminum
Co, Ltd., Salisbury House, London Wall, London EC2, No, l•08, 1951,
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can be used without further treatment but is usually used as an

undcrcoating and a base for paint finishes. The oxidation reaction

mechanism is believed to be the sodium carbonate present in the

H•B.V. solution reacting with aluminum tc form sodium aluminate:

2A1+Ha,c0,+3H,0
-

2NaA10,+c0,,+6H

the sodium aluminate then being partly hydrolyseds

2 HaAl0; + Hg0
··

Alg0, + 2 Naüi

The major cxidation processes in use are H.B.V. (Modifizierter

Bauer·Vogel Process), E. W., and L. W., developed in Germany, the

Pylumin Process (England), and the Alrok Process (American). They

all operate on approzdmately the same principle (38* **2).

In the phosphate processes, the aluminum reacts with the

phosphoric acid, activated by the nitrate and fluosilicate or

fluoborate, the solution becoming locally saturated at the interface

and an acid phosphate being deposited (9). The °'Bonderite
l70”

process is the chief method used. Phosphate coatings have good

corroeion resistance but are more complicated and costly to produce.

Heither chemical oxide or phosphate coatings provide useful

protection against corrosicn cf aluminum end its alloys in

hydrochloric acid•
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Anodic Qddaticn. The ccatings give a finer

quality of finieh and have a wider range cf applicaticns than

chemical ccatinge. In anodising the 8]J1I!l1Il\1I!l piece is made an

Ancde in an electrclytic scluticn. The anedic cxide film ccnsists

cf two layere, the pcrcue thick cuter layer which gas cn A thin,

dense and dielectrlcally compact inner layer. 'hxe inner layer is

fcrmed firet at high voltage and is a function cf farming vcltage

ard invereely with the diseolutim velccity cf the aids film in

the electrclyte. The thecretical maximum fcraed ie A thickness cf

lk Angstrcm per vclt (18). Once the layer has reeched its lixdting

thicknese, cnly a small leskage current can pass. The barrier layer

allcws the pessage cf naecent cxygen which ie fcrmed frem water in

the pcree af the euter coating, and which lßtl cerrtinually cn the

Aluminum to prcduce A new barrier layer. The peree are the result

cf anicn Attack. The cscygen fcrmed in the paee prevents ccntact

between the metal and the scluticn thue acccunting for the

pratecticn ef the barrier layer. The aidaticn reacticn ie simple:

AAI + 30; · 2A1z¤»

which takes place at the metal•¤d.de interface. The heat ef

fcrmsticn ef the acide ccating is apprarimtely IA BTU per square

fact per each O.1 mil cf coating• If the piece is large and the

casting is thick it is usually necessary to cecl the scluticn since
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the temperature must often be kept within $2 °C, These anedic

finishes are extremely hard and adherezrt. They ve.ry in thickneee,

and oerrosive resietanee depending on method of production,

pretreatment, end at'ter—tr•atm•nt• The oxide film produced by

anedising alxuninum is not protective against strong inorganic

ecide euch as nitric er hydrochlerie acid, und streng menobaeic

erganic acid: which dissolved the eoating(l)•

Vapor Phase Imibiters. There are very few vapor phase

inhibiters available. Vapor phase inhibitonre are materials which

volstilise at roem temperaturee. It has been found that farmaldehyde,

oamphor, benzidine, urea, and phenyl cempeunde offer some pretection

to aluminum expoeed te volstile sulfur dioxide and oh1¤rin•(28).

X Vapor inhibitors in many situatiens are tee eoetly and ineffective

to uarrent their use.
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Analysis of Corrosion Product:

The analysis of the corrosion products ot aluminum is extremely

important if the meoheniem is to be underetood. There are a

number of physical techniques which can be used:

1. Lg Diff:-engen. Mont aluminum covroeiou

products are amorphous to x·reys end no definite patterns

have been obteined. If the products are crystalline or if

orystalline foreign mtter is present it my be identified

by this method. About a 10 mg sample is requiz·ed(U*).

2. X-rg Fhxorgenoez The x-ray fluorcsoeuoe

technique ie rather limited in uee because the equipment

is rather nov. The method ie non-deetruotive and the

equipment ie highly sensitive to many elements. lt can not

be used for determining the presenoe of elements below

atomic number 12 (megxeeium)(l5).

3. Differential Thermal Analysis. This method hae been

used to confirm that the corrceion products are generelly

amcphous. It has only limited use because there are e

number ot exothermic, irreversible reectione which ccour

« at about l+0O—60O •c (15).
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A. Ilectrggsgic. This method may be used it there

are depoeited metals more noble than aluminum. The metal:

are dissolved anodically in contact with a gelatinized

blotting paper to present a mirror image ct the distribution

ot the original deposit. dheucal reagents can then be

added to cause the colcration ot the ions present(15)•

s. nu mmc um umq••(l7)

semi-quantitative analysis procedure. This method has

been used to determine some A3 metallic elements. A 10 mg

sample is required. A D.C. arc is struck to the products

oausing the radiation for the spectrograph.

6. H:!.cros¤gä.c. This method may be used when there

are only emall amounte of the corroeion products and when

only one type ot product is present. A low purer udcroscope

ie used to euamine the nature ot the products. The type ot

attack say also be deternined by examination ot the surface.

7. glitative. hose tests are ueually applied to

the vater eoluble frection ot the corrosim products. It can

be used for determining ohlwidee, sulfates, oarbonates,

nitretes, phosphates, copper, iron and calcium.
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8, Quantitative tests have been

developed tor deterulning mststure content, loss on

ignltien, #4, chlcrides, sulfates, carbenates, calcium,

cepper, irun, magnesium, silicon, total aluminum, and tree

aluminum in the corrceion. These tests are based cn

stundard analytical precedures tw eluminous uaterialn
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III. KXPBRIIBNTAL

This section of the report contains the purpose of the

investigation, experimental plan, a list of the materials ard

apparatus used, operatinnal procedure, corrolation of data ard

results, ard sample oaloulations.

P_lLx_•¤_gee of Investigation

The purpose of this investigation was to attempt to determine

the rates ard meohanism M the surface reaotions for the corrosion

cf aluunum in hydrochlorio acid vapors ae a function of the vapor

ooncentration, vapor compoeition and temperature

Plan of tation

me method ot approach used in this investigation is described

below.

Literature Revier. A search of the literature was made to

obtain information concerning the przlnciples M corrosion M

alnminum, the kinetics ot vapor—solid reactions, the method M

correlating and analysing experimental vapu·—ca·roeion data, the

oheeioal properties of the acid used in the vapor phase, and the

published results M eimilar investigationn
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The measuring system utilized in this investigation

for continuously measurlng the weight change of the ccrroding

aluminum samples was a beam connected to a modified analytical

balance similar to that used by W. H. Jago(2'+) for a related

study in 1960. A schematic of the apparatus is shown in Figure 1.

A glass reactor in which the vapor phase conditions can be

controlled was used as the corrosion chamber for alumimm foil.

grimenttal Procedure. Fur the experimental teste the vaper

phase above the acid eolutione was allowed to come to equilibrium

inside the oorresion reector before the eluminun sample was

suspended inside the reector. At equilibrium, the rate of weight

change d the corroding speoimen was determined for the particular

set of operating conditione being investigeted. The operating

parsmeters end the range over which they were imrestigated was

ae follcwsz

(a) Acid ooncentratiens in vapw amd liquid phase were

varied from two weight per cent acid te thirty-two weight

per cent acid by two per cent inorements.

(b) ·n·E¤et¤¤~• or the npw phase wae m·1•a nm

0 to l•B °C.

glgeie Procgg. In order to determine the mechsnnisn of

the cerroeion reactien taking place on the surface of the alumdnum

sample, it was necessary to determine the chemical composition of

the corroeien products formed. This was done by standard x·ray

diffraction end analytical techniques.



~
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Statistical lässig. An experimental design Table VI, was

set up to minimise the number cf tests required te determine the

effects ot teuperature, cencentreticn, and tüir intersctiom

The layout ot the design is euch that in most eases three tests

may be run with the ems acid solution. The data used in

constructing the design is shown in Figure 2. Pointe were ehoeen

frcm Figure 2 so es to give the same scid vapcr pressure st

vsrieus liquid concentrations end without erceesive temperature

1ev•ls•
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TABIE VI

Statistical Dcsigg

Lo HC1 T aturo
ci‘V

x· PhasePaftial -@*1-.-........!·l‘l?.-.-.„-....
Prossure _j§_

mmHg kß kk kl 35 28 17 9 7 2 0

1.501 28 •- - 30 32—————
0.925 2k - - 26 28 30————
0.250 20 ··~ - 22 2k 26 -• 28 ··· -·

-0.520 —· 16 •- 18 20 22 •- 2k •· •·
-1.125 •- 12 •· lk 16 18 20 - •• 22
-1.825 - •· 8 10 12 lk 16 •- -· 18
-2.52 - k - 6 8 10 12 - lk ··
-3.250 -·· •- 2 •- k 6 8 ·· 10 •—



~
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Materials

The materials employed in this investigation are listed in

the paragraphs following:

Aluminum. Commercial grade aluminum "Reynolds Wrap" foil,

99.9 8·lu¤¤i¤¤¤1(L‘6) . Manufactured by Reynold Metals Company, Richmond,

Virginia. Used as the samples for the various corrosion tests.

Ä!!.h&0u8 Aluminum Trichldride. Cat No A-575, lot No 753856.

Manufactured by Fisher Scientific Co., Fair Lawn, New Jersey. Used

to determine the water uptake of aluminum trichloride in a

desiccator.

Calcium Sulfate. Drierite, anhydrous, size 8—mesh.

Manufactured by W. A. Hammond Drierite Co., Xenia, (bio. Used to

dry aluminum samples from reactor and maintain them in a moisture

free environment.

§_t_l}_g_x;_. Anhydrous, conmercial grade, lot, No 91+83. Manufactured

by J. T. Baker Chemical Co., Phillipsburg, New Jersey. Used to

determine solubility of corrosion product.

Hydrochloric Acid. Reagent, C. P, , code 1090, lot E 111005,

analysis given in Table VII. Manufactured by General Chemical

Division, Allied Chemical and Dye Corporation, New York, N. Y.

Diluted solutions of acids used as the corroding media in the

various tests.
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TABLE VII

Aeeay (HC1) 37-38 per cent

Sp, Gx-, 1,1884.192 per cent

Moadmum Limits of urities

_§g_x_j_ Cent
Residue after Ignition ,0003

suuou (soe) .00008
Sulfite (so,) .0001

Free Chlorine (Cl) ,00005

Amonomum (NH;) .0003

Arsenio (As) .0000008

Heavy Metals (as Po) .00008

Iron (re) .00001

Meets ACS Specifisatioas

Obtained from General Chemical Division, Allied Chemical ami Bye
Corporation, Neu York, Neu York
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Pcvtusium Acid Phthalate. Reagent, crystal lot Ne K072.

Manufeotured by General Cheucal Division, Allied Chemical and

Dye Corporation, Neu York, N. Y., U.ß,A. Used te standardize

the eedoum hydraide solution.

Bcdium guide Pellets. Reagent, cat No B-318, lot 79!+56l•.

Hanufectured by Fisher Scientific Ce., Fair Lean, New Jersey.

Used to prepare etanderd sedium hydracide solution.

Tri-Qglgg Ggpol. Technical gede, lot No S-701+8 HIB,

Manutsotured by Cerbide and Carbon Chemicals Cerperstien, South

Cherleeten 3. West Virginia. Used as coustast temperature medium

in the constent temperature bath.

Egg. Bistilled. (btained from the distillaticn or Virginia

Pelytechnic Institute tap vater in a tin lined, eteem heeted,

still unit in Rudolph Hall, Virginia Pelytechnic Institute,

Blackeburg, Virginia. Used fer diluting hydrechlcric acid tc the

desired concentratien.

Egg. Obtained 1'rcm a Frigidaire ice machine located in

Rudolph Hall, Virginia Pelytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia.

Used to msintain teuperature in constant temperature bath.

Tag Water. Qwtained in Randolph Hall, Virginia Pelytechnic

Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia. Used ae a oonetant temperature

medium in the censtant temperature bath tor low temperature tests.
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Appa__1_;atus

The apparatus utilized in this investigation was the following,

Balance. One, Laboratory 200-gem analytical balance, model

No 1-916. Obtained from Fisher Scientific Co., Silver Spring,

Maryland, U.S.A. The balance was modified so as to alla: continuous

weighing of the corroding aluminum samples.

Barometer. (he, mercury barometer, patent No 1,950,l+97s Obtained

from W. M, Welsh Scientific Co., Chicago, U,S,A, Used for measuring

atmospheric pressure.

Bath, Conetant Tgperature, Ethylene glycol or water, agitated,

four liter, pyrex beaker, model No 1000. Obtained from the Corning

Glass Works, Corning, New York. Used to maintain the corrosion

reactor at constant temperature.

Condenser. One, pyrex glass epiral tube oondenser. Obtained

from the Corning Glass Works, Corning, New York. Used to condenee

hydrochloric acid vapors during the tests.

_§}__ag§__g_. Two, 500-milliliter, three·necked, ground glass joint,

pyrex flaske, Obtained from Fisher Scientific Co., Silver Spring,

Maryland, U,S,A, Used in construction of corrosion reactors.

Thermix—Stirring Hot·Plate, One, magnetic stirrer, hot plate,

model No ll-1+93. Obtained from the Fisher Scientific Co., Silver

Spring, Maryland, U.S,A, Used to maintain temperature in constant

temperature bath,
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Thermcmeterg. 'hro, engsved stem mercury thermcmeters, type

No. 1l•·965. range -20 tc 110 °C. Qztained frau Fisher Scientific

Ge., Pittsburgh, Pemuylvania. Used te measure the vape phase

temperature und the ccnstant bsth temperature.

§g_§_;•_l;. Que, wrist watch with s sweep second hand. lhnutactured

by Waltham Watch Caspsny, Waltham, lhesechusette. Used tc Mesure

time pericds during ccrrceicm tests.

Wire Thread. Ghrcme, 0.0063 inch in diameter. Gbtained frcm

the Driver-Harris Gcmpany, Harrisen, Neu Jersey. Used te suppcrt

the glass veighing level frcm the ring stand au! the left-hand pan

suppcrt cf the modified analytical balance.

IE Diffracticn Machine. Che, x-ray diffracticn machine

and caupments, type 3300082, serial No. 277. Manufactured by the

General Electric Gompany, Pittsburgx, Pennsylvania. Used tc

determine the compceitim M the ccrrceicn preducte.

. Beckers, desiccatcrs, rubher tubing, ring

stands, glass rcds, pipets, burrets, vclumsteric flasks, and general

glasuere. Used far mking vericus acid eelutims, hecked glass

threads ter supporting alumhum samples in vepor phase, and fer

cther general labcretory uses.
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Method of Procedure

This section of the report deals with the preparation of

samples and materials, and with the operation of the equipment

during the corrosion tests.

Prgparation of Aluminum Sgles. The aluminum samples

were cut from a roll of "Reynolds Wrap°' aluminum. The samples

were five-by-two centimeters with a total area of 20 square

centimeters. The samples were handled with tweezers at all times

to alla: as little yease, oil, or other foreigx matter as possible

from coming in contact with the surface. A darning needle was

used to punch a hole in the aluminum samples one centimeter in

from a. two centimeter edge and one centimeter in from a five

centimeter edge. The samples were suspended above the hydrochloric

acid solution in the reactor on one end of a glass strazil hooked

through a hole in the sample.

Preparation of Hygrochloric Acid Solutions. The various

hydrochloric acid solutions were prepared by diluting sufficient

concentrated hyvirochloric acid in distilled water to fill a 500-

milliliter volumetric flask, A 5- to 25—milliliter sample was then

pipeted and titrated against a standard one normal sodium hydroxide

solution. One hundred milliliters of the standardized acid was then

measured into the reactor for each test.
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Construction of the Modified Anilüical Balance System.

The laft·side glass panel and the two weighing pans of an analytical

balance were removed. A glass red, 0.32 centimeter in diameter

and 60 centimeters long, was notched in the center and one
A

centimeter in from both ends. By means of a wire thread fastened

at the end notches the glass rod was suspended from the left pan

support and from a ring stand. A counterweight sufficiently large

to zero the balance was suspended from the right hand pan support

of the balance. The aluminum samples were suspended by a hooked

glass thread from the notch in the center of the glass rod. The

glass red which acted as a second class lever was so arranged that

a reading on the balance was equal to half the actual increase in

sample weight.

Corrosion Reactor Cgonents. A 500-milliliter, three•necked

flask with ground-glass joints was used. A water cooled condenser

was used in one of the narrow joints to condense any acid vapcrs.

A thermometer, with standard taper joint and adapter, was used in

the other narrow joint to measure the temperature of the vapor

phase. In the center joint a glass stack was placed. The top of

the stack had a four~mill:Lmeter opening through which the glass

thread, suspending the test sample, passed. A schematic of the

reactor system is shown in Figure l, page 27.
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Corrosion Test Prodedure. One hundred milliliters of the

hydrochloric acid solution was initially placed in the corrosion

reactor. The magnetic stirrer was operated so as to mintain the

desired vapor phase temperature. Water was circulated through the

condenser and the temperature of the vapcr phase in the reactor

was allowed to come to equilibrium. For those tests conducted below

room temperature a water-ice system with a siphon for level control

was used to maintain the desired test temperature. After the system

had reached thermal equilibrium the glass stopper, which had been

placed in the center joint to prevent euccessive condensation in the

stack and on the glass thread, was removed. Using a pair of tweezers

the test sample was suspended from one ef the hooked ends of the

glass strand. The glass stack and glass strand were then placed on

the reactor. The aluminum sample was hung two centimeters above the

hydrochloric acid solution, while the other end of the glass thread

was placed in the center notch of the glass balance rod.

The rate of weight increase of the corroding specimens was

then measured by readings on the balance. Readings of the weight

increase were taken every ten minutes for two hundred minutes or

until a. sharp decrease in weight, caused by drops from the surface

of the sample falling into the acid solution, occurred. The test

was then halted ard the stack, glass thread, and sample were

removed, The sample was removed with a pair of tweezers, placed
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in s stoppsrsd glass battle, md wsighsd. Ths wsigasd ssupls was

placsd in s dssicsstor with calciua sulfats and allcwsd to dry

tor 2+ hours.
‘1'h•

ssnpls was rsssighod attsr dryihg und storsd

in ths dssiocatcsu

Tha sarrcsion rsactc, glass stack, and glass thrssd wars

disasssntüsd, clsahsd and rsasssablsd attsr sach t•st•

ggg A ähla-ide Adggtion gast. A sample M
1

anhydruu aluudmm trichlorids (Alßlg) was placsd in a shallsv,

wids-south wsigxiug bsttls, miyzsd and placsd in s dssiccatuu

Tha sanpls was rsmsvsd trcm ths dssiccatsr, wsighsd sad rsplassd

st various tisns ovsr s. tivs-day 1nt•s·va1•

m•ss¤p1ss£craxxs1ysiswsr•s~tc¤••dixxs

dssiccatcr bstas testing. Tha svrfscs M ths ssmplss was

sprsysd with crylcn clsar plastic spray to prsvsut ths

mddatisu M csrrssion products. Ths crylou clssr plastic spray

was found to havs rm stfsct on ths ditfractiou pattsrn M ths

alunimm or its cwrasion products. Tho products wars dstsruxxsd

by standard 1-rsy diffrsction msthods. (11*)
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Beta end Rang!

This eectien et the repert presents the data and reeulte

ebtained during the esurse of this inveetigatim,

-§_g;J.ihriu¤»ßata—£ar Hgggechleric Acid

Belantieus, The partial. preesure ct hydrechlerle acid abeve its

ealutiene wee ebteined treu Pe¤·y'e Haxndbeck(3‘*), The yaphical

repreeeutetien et the data used in the experieeutal design ie

shenm in figure 2, page 30,
0g_r£•¤ Beta. The data In- the inereeee inn weight et the

alueimun samples abeve verieus hydreehlerie acid aeluticne are

tahulated in Table VIII. The grephieal represeutatian ct the

dataie ehewniufiguree Bthreugh 12, andehavstheinereaee

in eagle weißt with time, Theee tiguree show a linear increase

in eaaple weißt with reepect te tiee, Figures 13, lk, 15, und

lb ehew the variatien ct the rate et weight gain with hydrechlwic

acid pertial preeeure, vapar phaee teeperature, hwdreehlerie

acid liquid eencentraticn, and the ratie et the pertial preeeure

auf water te that et hydrcchlerie acid, An Arrhenis plet et the

data ie ehem in figure 17, The activaticu euergiee ebtained true

the elepe et the Arrhehie plot are seen te be appruieetely ecnsteut

in Figure 18, The caleulated values tw the activatien energiee

are tabulated in Table IX, Note that the values are apwudaately

cenetaut at 7111 T- 908,9 eeluriee per male,
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TABIE IK

‘— Activgégu Burg

Hydroehlorie Acid Activatiou Energy

Pax·t•ial Pressure

mm Hg Gal/mole

31.6 791+0

8.l+l 8660

1.77 7300

0.316 7550

0.07!+9 5690

0,01k92 6610

0.00302 7300

0.000562 S800

Average 7111 Z 908.9
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Beta on Adegien af Aluminum g:\ehl.¤·&. The

date. tex- the edecrption ef vater by anhydreue eluuzirmm trichleride

in a ealeium eultate deeiecatoc are tabuleted in Table I. It

eheuld be mted that elumimun triehleride does hat take up water

in the
pm·•••¤¤•

et d1·i•z·it••

A_}__1egg!i• ot Gcwresieu Preauets. I-ray dittreetim aneiyeie,

used te determine the carroeian pmduete, ie tabulated in Table XI.

Thetable ahavethemalyeie ctthree eamplee etelnninumcorreded

abave the meximm rate which oeeuned at e hydreehlnrio uid

partiel pressure et L77 un Hg, md three •a¤pl.e• Iren belev thie

muimn rate.
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TLBII X

Water Adearggicn Alnmlmm ‘h·1ohl0¤·ide

Time Weißt Gain Per Cent Gain

Hours M3

O 0 O

0,5 -2.7 0,010

L0 -3.6 0.013

18.0 -/+8.7 0.176

2+.0 -52.2 0.189

l+l.G •62.9 0,228

/+/+.5 -6/+.1 0.232

67.5 -78.0 0.282

700573.7

·-75.6 0.27/+

1.16.2 -97./+ 0.352
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TABLE XI

Lg ggg}; ot Product!

Test Humor Sample Partial Pressure In Products
Relationship to Partial

Pressure At Maximum

11 Above A1;AlC1_; • 6BgO

26 Holm Al;AlgO3xH;O *

29 Beim Al;A1.g03xH;O *

30 Below Al;A1g0;xH;0 *

32 Above Al;AlCl3
• 6H;0

36 Above Al;A1ßl3
• 6HgO

Assume present but not obsorve due to small amount in
relation to the aluminum. Its defraction band was covered
by strong aluminum bands which occur at epproudmatoly the
same wave lengths. o
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Sample Calculations

This section of the report contains samples of those

calculations used in obtaining the rates of weight gain and

activation energies, tabulated in Tables VIII and IX, pages 1+1

and 58, respectivehn „»

Rate of Weigt Gain, The rate of weight gain is the change

of weigxt with respect to tim, It is obtained by taking the slope

of weight against time curves (Figures 3 to 12, pages 1+2 to 51),

The equation is:

„ dw . ..1;..5 (Ei') Ant

where:

r = rate of weight gain in mg/sq cm/min

w = weight gain of the corroding specimen, mg

A =· total surface area of corroding specimen, sq cm

At ··
tim interval, min

Substituting in values from Test 8, Figure Be Page 1+2+.

I, „ §9•g - lQ•O
20 0 - 30

r == 0,021+5 mg/eq cm/min
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Activation Energy, The activation energ for the reaction

with hydrochloric acid vapors is obtained by taking the slope ef

the line on an Arrhenius plot at constant partial pressure of

hydrochloric acid• The integated Arrhenius equation is:

ln k = - ät. + C

where:

k = reaction rate constant, sec"

T -= absolute Temperature, °F

E = activation energ, cal/mole

R =· universal gas constant, cal/deg/mol

C = integration constant

The reaction rate constant is related to the rate of weight gain

by the equation:

r = kp

where:

r =· rate of weight gain, mg/sq cm/min

p = hydrochloric acid partial pressure, atm.
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Rearröugiug this equation and substituting into the integrated

Arrhenius equatiem:

ll'}. I' ll']. C

Simplifyingz

lnr = ·%(%) + lnpC‘

Rearrahgi-ng and solving for the activation energ we obtain:

E .= R ln I"

From the slope of the Arrhenius plot Figure 17, Page 56, for a

hydrochlaric acid partial pressure iof 1.77 mm Hg:

E = LQQZ éln 0.QZ6 - 0,0232 105
320 · 350

E , l•98fZ gl•l2§·?l+2
30

E = 79L,O cal/mol
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IV. DISCUSSICN

This section of the report contains a discussion of the

results of the investigation, the limitations, and

recommendations.

Rate of Weißt Gain. The rate of gain of corroding

aluminum specimens was found to be a linear function with respect

to time over the entire range of the statistical design. Figures 3

throuß 12, pages 1+2 to 51, show this l.inear relationship, The

break in the 20 weight per cent plot, Figure B; Page 1+2, is due to

the high rate at which the sample adsorbed water, As the corrosion

products on the surface built—up, drops of solution fell from the

sample into the acid solution. The nonuniformity of the curve for

corrosion above the 11; weight per cent solution, as shown in Figure ll,

page 50, is attributed to the sensitivity of the measuring system.

The system has a sensitivity of approximately 0.2 of a milligram

and at the low corrosion rates air currents made accurate readings

difficult. The system shoudd be modified to provide for longer runs

at the lower corrosion rates, A continuous recorder of some type

could be attached to the balance to eliminate the need for continual

monitoring of the system. The two distinct linear portions of the

corrosion curve above the 22 weight per cent solution, Figure 12,

page 51, are attributed to changes in temperature of the sample.

The sample at room temperature was placed into the 0 °C vapor phase.
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Since the sample was hotter than the vapor phase, a water layer on

the surface, which was necessary for corrosion, formed slowly as

the sample cooled. Once the sample was at vapor phase temperature

corrosion proceeded at its equilibrium rate. It was found that

precooling the samples to the vapor phase temperature produced a

mare uniform rate of weight increase at the lower corrosion

temperatures„

The rate of weight gain passed through a maximum at a

hydrechloric acid partial pressure of
l•7‘7

mm Hg. This is seen

from Figure 13, page 52, where, upato 1,77 mm Hg partial pressure,

the rate of weight gain increased to a maximum of 0.1065 mg/sq cm/min

and above 1.77 mm Hg acid partial pressure the rate decreased•

Below the maximum rate the hydrogen chloride vapors on the surface

of the aluminum sample act as an electrolyte for the corrosion

of the aluminum. Above the maximum the hydrogen chloride on the

surface is of sufficient quantity to form an aluminum trichloride

six hydrate (AlC13
• 6 H20) which acts as a protective coating. It

was found by Aronson(2) that the rate of solution of aluminum in

hydrochloric acid passed through a maximum in nine•normal acid ard

then decreased because of the formation of a protective aluminum

trichloride film. W, H, Jago(2l*) also found that the rate of weight

gain of aluminum in nitric acid vapors passed through a maximum;

however, for nitric acid vapors this did not occur at a constant
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acid Vapor pressure but as a constant AO weight per cent composition

of nitric acid solution,

The experiment was designed to cover the entire corrosicn

range with a minimum number cf tests and is therefore incomplete

for some temperatures around the maximum, From Figure 15, page 51+,

it can be seen that the maximum shifts xrlth temperature and

hydrochloric acid solution composition, The data above the maxixmm

are too close together to determine any Variation because of

temperature, No measuremenrts were made at a temperature above 50 °C

because it was found in preliminary runs that excessive water condenses

on the neck of the glass stack causing the glass thread to stick

to the wet side walls, A method of heating the sides of the glass

stack would permit investigation at higher temperatures,

'1‘he effect of temperature on the rate of weight gain is

seen in Figure lb, page 53• The rate increases with temperature

for all acid concentrations, The change in rate of weight gain with

the ratio of water to hydrogen chloride partial pressure is shown

in Figure l6• Pßgß 55, It can be seen that as the temperature

increases the maximum rate of weight gain shifts towards higher

water content in the vapors with respect to hydrogen chlcride,
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The activation energy, ueed in the Arrheniue equatim tc

predict .the change in reacticn rate with changee im teuperature,

ieobtainedbytak3.ngth•el¤pe¤f'thelin•ec£tlxelcge:frate

against the reciprecal df the reectieu temperature, The values

et the ectivatien energiee, ebtaiued freu Figure 17, page 56, are

tahulatedinltable II, pag•58• Figure 18, page 57, ehewe aplct

ef activaticn mary against hydregen chleride partial preeeure. h

The activeticn energy ie appruimatelv cenetent et 7111 1* 908,9

ealeriee per mele over the entire range ef pertial preeeuree,

on

either eide cf the mexium,

gg Ax__:_;J&gl ef Predvetg. In order te determine what the

meehanien d the reactien ie it wae ueceeeary te knew the preduete

cf correeica, Table XI ehewe that belew the nuimm rate ef ccrrceien,

alumlmmmdeiefwmeduadtlxat ahcvetheuximmeluuimm

triohlwide ei: hydrate ie fcrned, The diffrectien peake ef a1.u¤;i.¤m

and alunimm exide are quite cleee te each other, Since the

diffrectien teete were made by heuncing the 1-rare ef! ef the

cureded epecimene, the alueiuun baee metal gave peake which

cverehadcwed the leeeer alunumxm müde peake, acceunting fer

their uenappearance. Heat cf the cßdee cf aluminun fermed at

lcw temperaturee are amcrpheue and therefore are net pclcked up

by x-ray diffractien, A nethed which will determine what azide
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is formed should be used for samples below the maximum rate,

The aluminum trichloride six hydrate peaks were easily

distinguished from the background pattern. The aluminum

triehloride six hydrate samples (those formed above the maximum)

had a uniform coating on the surface of the aluminum and retained

most of their weight on drying. The aluminum oxide samples

(those formed below the maximum) adsorbed a layer df moisture

on the surface which was dehydrated in the desiccator with

Drierite, The aluminum mcide samples lost as meh as 63 per cent

(Test No, 17) of their increase in weight and the surface shwed

a high degree of pitting,

Adsorgion by Anhgous Aluminum Trieh1oride• A test was

made to determine whether anhydrous aluminum trichloride, which is

a highly deliquescent, would adsorb water when in a desiecator

filled with ealcium sulfate (Drierite)• From Table X, page 60, it
I

can be seen that the weight of the sample remined almost ecnstant•

The sample actually lost 0•5 pc? cent of its weight,

Cerrosion Mechanism, Based on the x-ray diffraction

analysis the following mechanism is proposed/for the corrosion

ef aluminum: For hydrogen chloride vapozrs whose partial

pressures is below 1.77 mm Hg,, the hydrogen chloride on the

surface acts as an electrolyte for the following electrochemical

reaction.
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Prizuary reactions occurring at the:

.4.a¤.9a

211 ·= 211*** + 6e

Gathode

6H+ + 6e ·-
6H•

Secondary reactions occurring at the:

(3 + xmzo = 11,o, • xuzo + 6;;*

Gathode

6H° =· BH2

The overall corrosion reaction is:

2Al + (3 + X)Hz¤ = Alzüa ·KHa¤ + 3Hz

For hydrogen chloride solution whose partial pressures is above

1.77 mm Hg., the hydrogen chloride ezrtsrs into the reaction forming

a protective film on the surface. The electrochemical reactiona

are:
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Primary reactione are the same as before, occurring at the:

é2¤.<.&

2Al 66

Gathode

6H* + 6e = 6H°

Secondary reactions occurring at the:

£Ls•.<£2

2A1“* + 6c1' + 12HzO = 2AlCl3 • 6HzO

Cathode

The overall corroeion reaction is:

2Al * 6 H Cl + 12 H;Ü ' 2Ä.1Ül3 •
ÖH;Ü '*' BH;

From Figure 18, page 57, the value of the activation energy ie
seen to be approximately the same both above and below the

maximwu, A constant activation energy indicates that the same
reaction ie limiting the cocrrosion rate in both regions. The
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limiting electrochemical reactinn would therefore be one of the

primary reactions

Anode

2 Al =- 2 Al+++ + 6e

Gsthode

6 H" + 6e == 6H°

which are common to both regions. Work with inhibitore to control

these reactions should be imrestigeted.

Statistical Analysis. A complete statistical analysis of the

data will be made to determine the effects of temperature, hydrogen

chloride and water partial pressures, hydrochloric acid comentration,

and their interactions. A statistical corrosion model that best

fits the data will also be developed. The analysis when completed

will be published by Miss G. E. Foster of the statistics

dapartmßme
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Recommerxdatims

The fellowing recommendations are made for future study

in the field of vapor phase ccrrosion:

l. A study of inhibitcrs be made to find an

inucpensive inhibitor which could either be applied to the

metal er added to the ccrroding fluid to reduce the

corrosion attack,

2. That a more intensive preliminary investigation be

made in order that more data around the maximum or minimum

be obtained.

3. That the balance be modified so that the weight

gain would be recorded continuously on a chart or drum

of some type.

L;. That the samples be preheated or cooled to the

vapor phase temperature before being placed in the vapor

environment so as to eliminate the initial condensation

on the samples.

5. That a method be developed for heating the glass

stack so as to reduce the tendency of the glass thread to

stick to the wet side walls of the stack,
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6, That a more accurate method of analysis be found

for determining the presence of cucidee in the corrosion

products that are present,
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Limitations

The following limitatinns prevailed during this investigation:

1. The accuracy of the wsighing Byßtem was i 0.2
l

mimgame

2. The temperature of the vapor phase varied from 0 to

°C and was. limited by the eondensate in the glass stack,

3. The hydrochloric acid concentratious in the

_ corrosion reactor varied from 2 to 32 weight per cent.

L., Atmosphere pressure was used in the corrosion

reactor throughout the investigation.

5. The size of the aluminum foil corrosion samples used

in this investigation was constant at 20 square centimeters.

6. Time of tests was constant at 200 minutes or until

a loss in weigzt was recorded.

7. Analysis of the corrosion products was by standard

x-ray diffrantion.
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V. GQNSLUSIQS

Based en the result: of an i!NOItig8‘ßi0¤ ef the rate ef

weight gaih ef eerreding alumimm epeeimene, ueing a modified

malytieel balance eyetem, fer hydrechladc eeld eelutien

eeueentretime from 2 te 32 weignt per cent end fa- veper phase

tempereturee frem 0 te 1.8 "G, the fellewing emelueiene were

reechedx

L Therate efweightgalndaluminuzninhydregen

ehleride vapere ie a linear function with respect te time.

2. Ä¤I8X1¤1¤1‘8‘t·0¢Y!i§l"3gliB€I1¤¤l.!Bl¤$.¤

hydregen ehladde vepere eeeure et e hydregen chleride

pavtial pressure ef 1.77 mm Hg.

3. The rate et weight gain ie an qenerxtlel funetien

with reepect te hydrechlwic acid eementreticn.

1.. The etfeettef imreaeee in temperature ie to imreeee

the rate at weight pin fu- all hydraehleric acid cencentretiene

tested.

5. Beeed an x—1·ay diffreetien enelyeie et the ¤a·1·aeie¤

products the demreaee in cerreeien rate ebeve the maximum ie

due te the fermetien cf s. pretective elneinum triahleride film.
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6, For a partial pressure of hydrogen chloride below

1.77 mm Hg., the acid acts as an electrolyte for the

following electrochemical corrrosion reaction:

2 Ä]. "' X)H;O
‘

AlzO3 •XH;Ü + BH;

7. For a partial pressure of hydrogen chloride above

1.77 mm Hg., the acid reacts with the aluminum forming a

protective aluminum trichlcride film on the surface

according to the reaction:

2Al+6HCl+12H2O =· 2AlCl;•6H2O+3H;

8. The energy of activation is approzchxmately constant

over the entire experimental range indieating that the

same mechanism is control.l.ing both reaction.

9. It ie propoaed that the limiting reactions are

the primary electrode reactionmoccurring during the oorrosion.
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VI. SUMMARY

Aluminum has high resistance to attack in many environmertts

but corrodes rapidly in most inorganic acids, The purpose of

this investigation was to attempt to determine the rates and

mechanism of the surface reactions for the corrosion of aluminum

in hydrochloric acid vapors as a function of the Vapor

concentration, vapor compositiom, and temperature,

Corrosion tests were mde by suspending aluminum fodl

samples, five centimeters by two centimeters, by a glass thread.

The samples were located in the vapor over hydrochloric acid solutions.

The glass thread with the sample was attached to the center of a

glass rod. One end of the rod was fixed; the other was suepended

from one end of the arm of an analytical balance, permitting

periodic weighing of the corroding samples without removal from the

flask•

The tests were conducted above hydrochloric acid solutions

whose concentration varied from 2 to 32 weight per cent. Ten

temperature levels, from zero to L8 °C, were employed so that

the vapor pressures of the various acid concentrations overlapped.!

Weighings were made at 10 minute intervals for 200 minutes, The

corrosion products were analyzed by standard x-ray diffraction

techniquem
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the :·at•«.a-er waigxt gun see raum to be s linear hmctim with

respect ta time am axpeneutiel with respect tc hydx·¤¤h1m·ic seid

a¤¤aa¤tx·•.t1¤¤• Ea rate passed thraugh an meadnum et a hydragam

ehlaride partiel pressure ar 1.77 um Hg, Ea dacraasa in rate

ebwe the mximum ia due ta the rarmatian etw a prahective elnmimm

trichlsride six hydrata (1161, • 6 Hgß) riln, 'raweu-at¤:·•

imreaeed the rate at weigxt gun at all hydragan ahlaride partisl
~ ;¤·•••¤a·••„ Basadautheanalyaieatthaawroumpraduatethe

ralluing meahmism is prapoaed rm- the aarrouau at sluumzm.

Fw hydrogeu ehlerida partiel pressuras belaw L7? am Hg„ the

hydragm chlarida sets ae an elactralyte res- the rallawing

•1•¤·tx·e¤he¤d.aa1 reaatim

2Ll+ (3 +X)H;0
•

ALG; •
IH;0 + 3K;

Far hyvlregen chlarida pnrtial prasaurse abave l•?7 un Hg„ the

hydregeu chlamide enters inte the
r••¤ti¤¤ ae teilw:

7/ 2A1+6m1 +12H;0 ~ 2A101,•6H;6+ 3H;

Ea energy at ectivaticn is appwsimetely cmeturt wer the

entiraezpemimmtalrangaimiastiugthatthesemmwhaxdmis

amt;-alling bath prapoead cemraeiau reactiane. The cmtrelling

1••e¤t:\.¤¤s would ba the psdnnry electroda reections which are

ideutieal rau- beth regions.
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